
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of business analysis &
info. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for business analysis & info

Manage relationships with internal stakeholders and external vendors
Develop and deliver analysis using complex data sources including account-
level demand data, claims data, electronic medical records data, to generate
a holistic, objective, and detailed understanding of brand business and to
drive investment decisions and define commercial strategies and tactics
Support key financial activities, including Quarterly Business Reviews and
Business Cases by providing objective, data-driven insights
Deliver regular and accurate assessments of performance of products to US
and global commercial leadership, clearly articulating data and its meaning
for the business
Drive the creation of best-in-class forecast models in partnership with
forecasting colleagues
Generate and explain complex analysis plans and results to stakeholders
including, but not limited to, marketing, sales, finance, and pricing
Work cross-functionally with data science and data strategy teams to
optimally leverage multiple global data sources to deliver insights to US and
global stakeholders
Manage relationships with external vendors to prioritize business needs and
enable effective execution of analytics
Enhance team capabilities by researching and implementing new analytical
tools, internal and external best practices, new data sources
Lead development with cross-functional leads for key inputs such as
market/payer research and data analytics in order to develop forecast models
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directly interfacing with senior leadership teams across Global Marketing and
Business Development

Qualifications for business analysis & info

Experience in forecasting, market research, or business analytics in healthcare
Excellent oral, written and presentation skills with ability to explain complex
concepts and controversial findings clearly to a variety of audiences, including
senior management
Strong knowledge of marketing analytics in the pharmaceutical industry
Expertise in automated data visualization software
Expertise in database languages
Ability to think strategically to support key business decisions


